Simulating a human figure performing a manual task requires that the agent interact with objects in the environment in a realistic manner. Graphic or programming interfaces to control human figure animation, however, do not allow the animator to instruct the system with concise "high-level" commands. Instructions coming from a high-level planner cannot be directly given to a synthetic agent because they do not specify such details as which end-effector to use or where on the object to grasp. Because current animation systems require joint angle displacement descriptions of motion-even for motions that incorporate upwards of 15 joints-an efficient connection between highlevel specifications and low-level hand joint motion is required. In this paper we describe a system that directs task-level, general-purpose, object grasping for a simulated human agent. The Object-Specific Reasoner (OSR) is a reasoning module that uses knowledge of the object of the underspecified action to generate values for missing parameters. The Grasp Behavior manages simultaneous motions of the joints in the hand, wrist, and arm, and provides a programmer with a high-level description of the desired action. When composed hierarchically, the OSR and the Grasp behavior interpret task-level commands and direct specific motions to the animation system. These modules are implemented as part of the Jack system at the University of Pennsylvania.
Introduction
Presence. Vol. 5. No. 4. Fall 1996. 416-430 © / 996 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technolog/ Our research concerns building a general-purpose system to animate a simulated human agent manipulating objects. This paper focuses on one manipulation, specifically, on manual grasping tasks. Grasping is one of the most complex of agent/object interaction tasks, and is central in any number of manipulation tasks following the grasp such as hammering a nail.
Our model of the human hand has 15 joints and 20 degrees of freedom. To generate a realistic grasp of an object, each digit of the agent's hand must close down around the object simultaneously. Furthermore, the orientation of the wrist must be appropriately constrained as the palm moves to fit to the object. For an animator, enumerating the motions required by each of these joints is difficult and tedious. In circumstances where an animator is not used, for example, in virtual reality manipulations or task simulation at interactive rates, a program must create the appropriate agent/object grasp interactions.
Instructions such as (TAPickup jack hammer),1 coming from a high-level 1. The first term indicates the task action to take; the second term names the agent; the third term refers to the object of the action. Assume that agent and object names are uniquely identified with entities in the animation scene; symbol grounding is beyond the scope of the present paper (cf. however, Geib, Levison, & Moore, 1994 (Levison, 1996) and an agent motor behavior that simulates grasping. When composed hierarchically, the OSR and the Grasp behavior interpret task-level commands and direct specific mo- tions to the animation system. These modules are implemented as part of the Jack® system at the University of Pennsylvania.
I.I Jack
The research described here uses software developed in the Center for Human Modeling and Simulation (HMS) at the University of Pennsylvania. The Jack modeling system runs on Silicon Graphics workstations and provides three-dimensional (3D) modeling capabilities, as well as extensive human factors and analysis tools (Badler, Phillips, & Webber, 1993) . Jack provides a simulation system and behaviors for any agent (Becket & Badler, 1993 Grasping has been implemented as one of the basic Jack motor behaviors. Other behaviors include reaching (Tolani & Badler, 1996) , walking (Ko, 1994; Reich, Ko, Becket, & Badler, 1994) , and visual attention (Chopra, 1995) . Becket and Badler (1993) provide an integrated behavioral architecture tightly bound with the Jack virtual environment, as illustrated in the lower third of Figure  1 . The unshaded modules in Figure 1 illustrate the components (and their integration) described in this paper. As can be seen, adding these two modules is expected to virtual environment.
The use of behavioral control in animation has proven to be a useful method of animation control since Reynolds (1987) . Typically, behavioral methods select actions by reacting to the environment in which they find themselves; it has proven robust in numerous applications, including locomotion and navigation (Reich et al., 1994; Reynolds, 1987; Hodgins, Wooten, Brogan, & O'Brien, 1995) . The grasping behavior described here reacts to its environment using information derived from a sense of touch simulated by collision detection.
Parallel Automata: PaT-Nets
Parallel Transition Networks (PaT-Nets) are control structures that execute within Jack's simulation system. A full discussion of the PaT-Net is not within the scope of this paper; for a more detailed description, see Becket (1994) and for examples of their use see Cassell et al. (1994) , Moore, Geib, and Reich (1995) , and Chopra (1995) . PaT 
An Overview of Human Prehension
The opposition of the thumb and fingers is the most important ability of the human hand, allowing for the highly adaptive manipulation we callgrasping (Napier, 1993) . Our most basic interactions with the world involve the manipulation of objects with our hands; even the infant quickly develops schémas for basic grasping (Piaget, 1953) . Any simulation of task-level human abilities must account for this most basic of human skills.
Recent work in robotics and cognitive science describes stable prehensile grasps (i.e., grasps adapted for manipulation) in terms oí opposition spaces (Iberall, 1986; MacKenzie 8c Iberall, 1994) In human prehension, two steps follow after the selection of a particular grasp for a specific task. In the first step, the hand preshapes while the palm orients to the object. Preshaping involves opening the hand sufficiently to span the object (Marteniuk, MacKenzie, 8c Leavitt, 1990) . Palm orientation, as described in Iberall (1987a) , and Arbib, Iberall, and Lyons (1985) , is a "ballpark" process in which the hand nears the object but has no specific target location relative to the object. At (Napier, 1993) into 16 distinct grasps, which are illustrated in Figure 5 . This hierarchy represents grasps for a number of object geometries (from spheres to cylinders to disks and cones) and task goals (from Figure 3 shows a power-grasped hammer (a palm opposition grasp along the axis of the hammer handle). Each finger and the thumb acted in parallel to achieve this grasp. Collisions between any finger and the object (or other fingers) were the responsibility of the PaT-Net controlling that finger. Five PaT-Nets executing simultaneously and independently produced the grasp shown in Figure 3 , starting from a neutral rest position and proceeding through a preshaping phase. This is illustrated in Figure 4 . (Levison, 1996) (Vere & Bickmore, 1990; Laird & Rosenbloom, 1990; McDermott, 1993; Firby, 1987; Strassman, 1994; Zeltzer & Johnson, 1991), or (3) concentrating on general manipulation strategies (e.g., the "peg in hole" problem) when the task is genetically specified (Iberall et al., 1988; Lozano-Pérez, Mason, & Taylor, 1984) .
OSR Motivation
The OSR maps task-actions to sets of action directives. Its architecture is motivated by the following observations: that task-actions that specify the same task result in a wide variation of physical actions when applied to different objects in different environments. Consider the following task-actions3: 
OSR Architecture
The OSR expands existing task-action goals generated by a high-level planner and passes these plans to Jack for animation. The object manipulation task-actions are the primary input to the OSR. Given this input, the OSR performs two functions: (1) it can determine if a task-action is feasible, i.e., can be performed by the agent in the given context, and (2) it constructs the set of action directives required to achieve the task-action. Figure 6 illustrates the five phases of the OSR system: (1) selecting an action outline and expanding its steps, (2) using details of the object of the current task-action to generate possible parameters for the motions in the outline, (3) selecting parameter values, (4) verifying that the agent can perform this specific action on this specific object, and (5) replacing OSR actions with agent behaviors. If a task-action can be completely processed, it is judged to he feasible, meaning that successful perfor-manee is not guaranteed, but execution is worth attempting.
We will now explain each phase of the OSR. Section 4 contains examples illustrating the system. Lack of space prevents us from a full discussion of OSR syntax; a complete description including the input and intermediate languages of the OSR can be found in Levison (1996) .
In the first phase, the task-action and the type of the object are used to select an action outline from a library of outlines. This library is indexed by both the task-action and a taxonomy of Figure 7 . In Figure 7a the agent is using his left hand, a power grasp and grasping the hammer handle. In Figure 7b the agent is using his right hand, and a clamp grip on the head of the hammer. These grasps were executed by calling the Grasp behavior with arguments oí power and clamp, respectively. 
